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Maps. Kunyu Wanguo Quantu 坤輿萬國全圖 (1602), Kang-ni-do 歷代 
 帝王混一疆理圖 (1402); Di-Li-Tu 地理圖 (1189-94); Nihon  

 Henkai Ryakuzu 日本邊界略圖 (1809); Ming Pale 邊牆 and 

 Qing Willow Palisade 柳條邊; and the Fake Long Wall Newly 

 Built by the PRC Construction Companies at the Mouth of  

 Yalu River (Replica of Alleged “Ming” Great Wall and Its  

 Eastern Terminus at Hushan 虎山丹東 constructed in 1469).

 

Addendum 1. Nature of Landed Magnate/Gentry 
  Families in China: from Military Power-Center to  
 Confucian Scholar-Officials 
 

Addendum 2. Women in the Xianbei-Tungus Society:  
 Actively “Managing” in Positions of Honor and  
 Independence 
 

Addendum 3. Ethnic Identity of Western Xia: the  
 Multiethnic Buddhist Empire (982-1038-1227) 
 

Addendum 4. Seljuk and Ottoman Turkic Empires  
 
Addendum 5. Iron-Making in China and Elsewhere in the 
  World  

A Tripolar Approach to East Asian History 
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Kunyu Wanguo Quantu 

坤輿萬國全圖 

(Complete Geographical Map of all the 

Kingdoms of the World) 

1602 

 

 

Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) was from a 

noble family in central Italy, and joined 

the order of Italian Jesuit in 1571. He 

arrived at the Portuguese province of 

Macau in August 1582, and settled in 

Zhaoqing, then the capital of 

Guangdong Province, in 1583 in order 

to study Chinese and to evangelize the 

Ming China.  

 

Ricci had a small Italian wall map in his 

possession and produced the first map 

named Yudi Shanhai Quantu (輿地山
海全圖) in Zhaoqing in 1584.  

 

Ricci entered the Ming capital Beijing 

on January 24, 1601, bringing atlases 

of Europe and the West that were 

unknown to his hosts. From then on, he 

never left Beijing. In 1602, at the 

request of the Ming Emperor Wanli (萬
曆帝 r.1573-1620), Ricci collaborated 

with Mandarin Zhong Wentao, a 

technical translator, Li Zhizao, and 

other Chinese scholars in Beijing to 

create Kunyu Wanguo Quantu. Among 

other things, this map revealed the 

existence of America to the Ming 

Chinese.  

 

Various versions of the map were 

exported to Japan and Korea. 

 

        Kunyu Wanguo Quantu by Matteo Ricci 
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<TOP>  A Korean Perspective  

Kang-ni-do (歷代帝王混一疆理圖) 
was made by Lee Hui (檢詳官 李薈) 

in August 1402 under the auspices of 

the Chosun court. Lee Hui combined 

the two maps made in Ming, one by 

Qing Jun (淸濬/混一疆理圖)in 1360 

and the other by Li Zemin(李澤民/聲
敎廣被圖)sometime after 1360; a map 

of the Japanese Islands obtained in 

1401 from the governor of Hishū (肥州) 

by an envoy to the Muromachi 

shogunate (adding Tsushima and Iki 

islands); and a map for the area east of 

the Liao River, chiefly the map for 

Chosun, made by himself in May 1402. 

It is rather surprising that, 87 years prior 

to the first Portuguese expedition led by 

Bartolomeu Diaz (c.1450-1500) to 

round the Cape of Good Hope (1488), 

the map of the entire African continent 

was presented in the Kang-ni-do. The 

two maps obtained from Ming were 

both based on the maps made in the 

Mongol Empire c.1320-40. Somehow 

the Mediterranean was not colored to 

designate it as a sea, though it is not 

too difficult to locate the Iberian, Italian 

and Balkan peninsulas. The Kang-ni-do 

is preserved at the Museum of Ryukoku 

University (龍谷大學), Japan.  

<MIDDLE>  A Japanese Perspective 

A map of Japan, Korea and China 

drawn on a folding fan used by 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98).  

<BOTTOM>  A Chinese Perspective  

“Overall Map of the Geography of All 

Under Heaven” drawn by Mo Yi Tong in 

1763 possibly on the basis of some  

pre-Matteo Ricci map of 1602. 

Kang-ni-do by Lee Hui of Chosun 
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Liao River 遼水 and Lesser Liao River

(Red Line: Great Wall with Eastern 

Terminus at Shanhai’guan)  Di Li Tu 

地理圖 Cao Wanru, et al. (1990: 72) 

The author of Di Li Tu is Huang Shang 

(黃裳) of the Southern Song (1127-

1279), “a man from Pucheng County, 

Longqing Prefecture in the east of 

Lizhou (today’s Jiange County, Sichuan 

Province). This is one of the eight maps 

Huang presented to Zhao Kuo (趙擴 

sometime between 1189-94), who was 

then the king of Jia (嘉王) and later 

became the Southern Song Emperor, 

Ningzong (寧宗 r.1194-1224). The aim 

of drawing and presenting this map was 

to remind the king that half of the 

territory opened up by the ancestors 

was still in the hands of the enemy. The 

map was obtained by a man called 

Wang Zhiyuan (王致遠, 1193-1257) in 

Sichuan Province. In 1247, Wang had 

the map engraved on stone in Suzhou. 

The tablet is now preserved in the 

Suzhou Stone Tablet Museum.” Excerpt 

from Qian Cheng and Yao Shi-ying in 

Cao Wanru, et al. (1990: 23). 

Historians have failed to notice the fact 

that the Di Li Tu shows that the present-

day Luan River (灤河) was called the 

Liao River (遼水) in former times, while 

the present-day Liao River was called 

the Lesser Liao River (小遼水).  

 

                                                             Di Li Tu by Huang Shang of Southern Song  
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Takahashi Kageyasu  

(高橋景保 1785-1829) 

 

 

“Geographer and scholar of Western 

learning who produced some of the 

earliest scientifically surveyed maps of 

the Japanese archipelago and who paid 

with his life for sharing his work with a 

foreigner. Born in Ōsaka. Succeeding 

his father, Takahashi Yoshitoki, as 

shogunal astronomer in 1804, he 

published a series of maps of Japan 

based upon the surveys of Inō 

Tadataka and two northern explorers, 

Mamiya Rinzō and Mogami Tokunai.  

 

In 1811, he established a translation 

office for foreign books and personally 

translated part of Engelbert Kaempher’s 

history of Japan. Eagerness to acquire 

new Western materials led him to 

ignore a strict prohibition against giving 

maps to foreigners when the Barvarian 

naturalist Philipp Franz von Siebold 

visited Edo (now Tōkyō) in 1826. When 

Japanese maps were discovered 

among Siebold’s effects in 1828, 

shogunal authorities arrested Takahashi 

and a number of his disciples, 

reportedly after Mamiya Rinzō had 

informed upon them. Takahashi died in 

prison, and his corpse was formally 

executed.”  

 

John J. Stephan 

  

Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan 7, 

Tokyo: Kodansha, 1983, p. 312.  
 

The Nihon Henkai Ryakuzu (日本邊界略圖) was executed by Takahashi 

Kageyasu in 1809. This map is considerably indebted to the Pieter de Hondt 

map of 1751 (Kaart von Oost Tartarye) based on the Jesuit surveys. It shows 

the Great Wall ending at Shanhai’guan and being connected to the Qing 

(Inner and Outer) Willow Palisade; shows Manzhou (滿洲) as a place name; 

and also shows what the modern-day Japanese call “the Sea of Japan” as  

“the Sea of Korea (Chosun 朝鮮海).” 

1809 Japanese Map showing Great Wall being connected to Qing Willow Palisade 
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Qing Pale (with gates) and Ming Pale 

(where it differs from the Qing Pale). 

 

Cultural Atlas of China, revised edition, 

by Caroline Blunden and Mark Elvin 

New York: Checkmark Books, 1998,  

p. 33  

 

“There was a wall beyond the Wall. 

Under the Ming the Chinese settlers 

in the valley of the Liao River were 

protected by a continuous wooden 

palisade (邊牆), with gate towers, that 

ran in a loop from a little way north of 

Shanhai’guan to the banks of the lower 

Yalu River on the Korean frontier (ibid).”

“The Manchu dynasty retained the 

Pale (柳條邊), on a slightly different 

alignment, but with the altered 

purpose of keeping the Chinese in. 

This policy of preserving a racially pure 

Manchu homeland was never wholly 

successful, and the ban on Chinese 

colonization was lifted in 1859 to permit 

new settlements that could serve as a 

barrier to Russian encroachment from 

the north (ibid).” 

 

The Inner Willow Palisade (老邊) 

extending from Shanhai’guan to the 

mouth of the Yalu River was intended to 

keep Han Chinese out of north and east 

Manchuria, and the Outer Willow 

Palisade (新邊) connecting the Liao 

River (at the north of Shenyang) and 

the Songhua River (at the north of Jilin) 

was to keep the Mongols out of 

Manchuria. The Manchu and Mongol 

bannermen were stationed at twenty 

outposts (karun) to patrol its perimeter. 

 

Ming Pale (constructed from 1437-42 and 1479-81) and Qing Willow Palisade (built after 1644)
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 Karachin Banner (14); Fuxin (13);  

Chifeng (11). Di Cosmo (2002: 141) 

 

Extended Great Wall (violet) Ming 

(yellow/orange) Han-Qin-Yan by PRC 

State Bureau of Surveying & Mapping  

 

International society reproduces the 

PRC’s Extended “Ming” Great Wall 

reaching the mouth of Yalu River 

 

 

PRC Map Showing Great Walls beyond Shanhai’guan and International Society Reproducing Them 
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The PRC has finished construction of a massive Replica of the alleged “Ming” 

Great Wall and its Eastern Terminus in 2004 upon the remnants of the ruins of 

an ancient Koguryeo fortress at Hushan (虎山丹東) near the mouth of the Yalu 

River with signboards stating 중국명만리장성동단기점 萬里長城東端起点

 

 

 

Operation Northeast (東北工程)---Newly Constructed PRC Great Wall: Replica of Alleged “Ming” Great Wall 
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1 See Lewis (2007: 235-6). By the fifth 

century BCE, the city-based Zhou 

feudal nobility commanding the chariot 

armies began to be replaced by the 

Warring States rulers commanding the 

conscripted peasant armies equipped 

with crossbow, iron swords, and 

lamellar armor. The whole population 

was placed under the uniform 

administration based on universal  

military service, and eventually there 

appeared the first autocratic ruler, Qin 

Shihuangdi, who registered and 

mobilized all peasants for his military 

machine, rewarding them with land and 

convict-slaves according to their military 

performance (ibid: 31-2).  
 

2 According to Hsu (1999: 576), “the 

well-field system, first described in the 

Mencius, was an idealized land tenure 

system of the Zhou period. This 

system, the name of which derives from 

the Chinese character for ‘well’ (jing 

井), organized individual lots for each of 

eight peasant houses around one 

central lot that they were to work jointly 

for the benefit of their lord.”  

Nishijima (1986: 556) notes that “Early 

in Former Han the scholar Dong 

Zhongshu (董仲舒) attributed the rise 

of great landowners to the abolition of 

the well field system by Shang Yang, 

and the free buying and selling of land 

which ensued.” See Bodde (1986: 35). 

 
3 資治通鑑 卷二 周紀二 顯王十九
年[350 BCE] 秦商鞅..廢井田 開阡陌 
史記 卷五 秦本紀第五 孝公[361-

338 BCE]三年 衛鞅說孝公變法修刑

TwwxÇwâÅ bÇx 
 

The Nature of  Landed Magnate/Gentry 

Families in China 
 

From Military Power-Center to Confucian Scholar-Officials 
 

  
 
MAGNATE FAMILIES BECAME LOCAL MILITARY POWER CENTERS 

In the Warring States period (480-403-221 BCE), the 
family names were granted to commoners, and recorded on state 
registers in return for universal military service. “Consequently,” 
says Lewis, “the term Hundred Surnames (百姓 bai xing) that had 
previously indicated the aristocracy came to mean commoners.”1 

Mao (1990: 74, 76) states that the “abolition of  the well-
field system (井田 jingtian) by Shang Yang (商鞅)” of  Qin (in 350 
BCE) had marked the “crucial turning point in the institution of  
private ownership of  land” in China. The ridges that marked the 
boundaries of  the fields under the well-field system were opened 
up (廢井田開阡陌), and taxes were made propotional to the size 
of  the land under cultivation (初爲賦). The accumulation of  land 
by the magnate families arose out of  the alienability of  land.2 

According to Mao (ibid: 76), the powerful magnate families began 
to “usurp and take by force the land allocated by the state to poor 
peasants,” and further expanded their landholdings “by opening to 
cultivation new fertile areas.”3 By the third century BCE, the place 
of  old Zhou nobility was taken over by the local magnates (豪族 
haozu, powerful families) that came to constitute the local military 
power centers.4 They could arm hundreds or thousands of  
retainers, tenants, and kinsmen for self-defense.  

Former Han was a “plebeian” dynasty of  peasant origin 
based on small, free landholders, but collected taxes in cash, a 
practice that, according to Lewis (2007: 66), “ruined the peasantry 
and was a major factor in the rise of  landlordism.” The marginal 
peasants were “forced to sell their land” and work as tenants for 
the landlords, who could often remove them from the local 

Magnate Families Replace Zhou Nobility  
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registers and thereby evade tax and corvée (ibid: 69, 111). 5 The 
central government lost almost all powers to local magnates. 
Lewis (2007: 263) states: “Eastern Han government gave up all 
attempts to restrict the rise of  a dependent tenantry, and in so 
doing abandoned direct administration of  the countryside.”  

When Wang Mang, nephew of  the mother of  Emperor 
Cheng (r.32-7 BCE) and a naive idealist, proposed nationalization 
and redistribution of  all lands in equal plots (abolishing tenantry 
and also slavery), the leading landed magnate families overthrew 
the Xin dynasty (9-23 CE), establishing a distant relative of  Liu 
lineage as first emperor of  a “restored” Han. 6 The founders of  
Later Han and Western Jin dynasties were advocates for the great 
landed magnates. The powerful local magnates formed peasant 
armies made up of  their tenants and neighboring free peasants, 
who banded together to form a common force against the 
external threats. 7 

Lewis (2007: 70) states that, in China, “since the 
disappearance of  the nobility, only the ruling house practiced 
primogeniture.” The primogeniture that had been practiced by the 
feudal lords of  Former Han seems to have been discontinued in 
127 BCE by Wudi as a strategy to fragment the feudal power. 8 A 
landed magnate held a large amount of  land which was rented out 
to tenants, but in fact represented the nuclear family with an 
extensive social network of  kin, clients, tenants, and loyal 
neighbors of  free peasants. Lewis (2007: 115-6) states: “The great 
families divided and subdivided their land among their sons in the 
practice of  partible inheritance. … Most locally powerful lineages 
divided themselves into many of  nuclear households [often 
without any main house to take the lead]. They then dominated 
their districts, commanderies, or regions through alliances of  these 
households and marriage with other great surnames.” 9  

The early Qin-Han rulers registered all the adult males 
between the ages of  fifteen and seventeen (between the ages of  
twenty and twenty-four after 186 BCE). According to Lewis 
(2007: 107), registered males “had to give two full years of  military 
service, one in the capital or at the frontier and one as regular 
soldiers in their own commanderies. Selected individuals were 
trained as skilled soldiers (expert in using the crossbow), 
cavalrymen, or sailors on a towered warship. After leaving active 
service, each man performed one month’s (corvée) labor service 

十二年 爲田開阡陌 十四年 初爲賦 
“The land tax at the start of the Han 

was merely 3.3%, half the rate at which 

merchants were taxed… [T]hose who 

were most directly favored were the 

large landowners, because the ordinary 

rent was 50% of the harvest (ibid: 74-

5).” See sidenote 79. 

 
4 See Eberhard (1965: 42, 172)  

 
5 The tenant farmers, Mao (1990: 79) 

writes, “were free men by law…but the 

medieval model of corvée and land 

taxes could not be entirely avoided, 

and…the tenants usually also provided 

a variety of services to their landlords.” 

 
6 Zhang Zai (1020-77), an uncle of the 

Cheng brothers, advocated restoring 

the well-fields system as prescribed in 

the “statist fantasies” of the Rituals of 

Zhou (周禮). See de Bary and Bloom 

(1999: 605) and Lewis (2007: 23-4). 

漢書 卷九十九中 王莽傳 第六十九
中 莽曰 古者 設廬井八家 一夫一
婦田百畝 什一而稅 則國給民富而
頌聲作…秦爲無道…廢井田 是以兼
幷起…强者規田以千數…又置奴婢
之市 與牛馬同蘭…略賣人妻子…漢
氏減輕田租 三十而稅一…而豪民侵
陵 分田劫假 厥名三十而稅一 實什
稅五也…始令天下公田口井…今更
名天下田曰王田 奴婢曰私屬 皆不
得賣買 其男口不盈八 而田過一井
[九百畝]者 分餘田予九族鄰里鄕黨 
 
7 The bound retainers (部曲 buqu) of 

local magnates, who had gathered 

private troops for self-defense,  

 

Magnates Become Military Power Centers
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eventually formed fighting units. Cao 

Cao used the local magnate families as 

the backbone of his campaigns. See 

Mao (1990: 78, 80), Lewis (2007: 119). 

 
8 資治通鑑 卷二 漢紀二 武帝 元
朔二年 [127 BCE] 偃說上曰 古者諸
矦 不過百里 彊弱之形易制 今諸矦 

或連城數十 地方千里..而合從 以逆
京師..今諸矦子弟 或十數 而適嗣代
立…分子弟以地矦之…實分其國 不
削而稍弱矣 上從之…於是藩國始分  

 
9 The locally powerful families did not 

shift toward...primogeniture...to 

preserve their estates intact. … 

They continued to divide their property 

among sons and to seek marriage 

alliances in order to increase the 

number of their followers and the 

geographic range of their influence 

(ibid: 127).” Lewis (ibid: 120) continues:  

“When the Yin lineage allied with Liu 

Bosheng (劉伯升; elder brother of Xiu 
秀 Guangwu’di of Later Han) to rebel 

against Wang Mang, they led a force of 

two thousand men composed of sons 

and younger brothers, other lineages of 

the patriline, and retainers.” See Ebrey 

(1978: 71). 

 
10 Liu Bang, Lewis (2007: 66-7) notes, 

“had enfeoffed his major followers as 

kings… The…mobilization of peasants 

…remained useful until the defeat of 

[these] feudatories in 154 BCE. … 

Gradually the Han ceased mobilizing 

and training peasants, instead levying a 

tax to hire long-term professionals and 

to recruit non-Chinese cavalry.” Lewis  

every year.” They were exempt from service at the ages between 
58-65. The Later Han regime, however, “did away with a formal 
[conscript] peasant army [presumably to prevent rebellions by 
peasants trained by government], and left only a small, 
professional army stationed around the capital (ibid: 138),” and 
consequently “labor and military service were largely transferred 
from the state to great [magnate] families. …The great families 
were able to assemble armies of  hundreds or thousands of  men. 
Such armies of  tenants had overthrown Wang Mang (ibid: 263).”10 
 

LATER HAN RECRUITS BUREAUCRATS FROM LOCAL MAGNATES  
Mao (1990: 81) states that the Later Han government 

“did not have such great administrative capability,” while “the 
local magnate families were spread out in every nook and cranny 
of  the state.”11 From the mid-first century CE on, therefore, the 
Later Han rulers began to recruit the members of  local landed-
magnate families to participate in the government. The 
recommendations for office were based on the Confucian norms 
of  behavior such as filial obedience, fraternal solidarity, and 
reverent performance of  mourning and ancestor worship. A 
member of  a magnate family benefited from his family tradition 
of  Confucian education and ritual activities, and could without 
any difficulty enter the bureaucracy through the recommendation 
of  a local official declaring him an upright and capable person.12  
 The incubator for gentlemen grandees (士大夫 shidafu) 
was, Mao notes, “primarily the Imperial Academy (太學 taixue) 
and education, both public and private.”13 The local landed 
magnates transformed themselves into the gentry-scholar (士族 
shizu) by educating their sons in Confucian Classics and acquiring 
wealth through office-holding. Mao (1990: 88) states that those 
local magnate family members who could procure an education 
obtained the chance to enter the official class, so as to combine 
“in themselves the status of  officials, gentlemen grandees, and 
membership in local magnate families. … A portion of  the local 
magnate families…broadened their outlook from that restricted to 
parochial local concerns to one which encompassed the realm of  
the larger society at the national level. … [O]ver the course of  the 
four hundred years’ duration of  the Han [206 BCE-220 CE], 
political power and societal power fused, producing a new social 
class—the genteel families [the landed gentry].”  

Later Han Recruits Officials from Magnates  
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 To secure the cooperation of  the locally powerful 
magnate families, the Cao Cao’s Wei introduced the Nine Rank 
(jiupin’guan 九品官) system in 220 CE. It was basically a method 
to systemize local recommendations. Candidates to office were to 
be assigned ranks from 1 to 9, according to ability and moral 
character (孝廉/賢有識鑒者), by a respected person, called Arbiter 
(大小中正), appointed to each province, commandery and 
county.14 According to Ebrey (1978: 18), “the higher the rank a 
man received from…local Arbiter, the higher he could enter the 
bureaucracy. … The main difference between this and the earlier 
systems of  local recommendation was that decisions were left not 
to the Grand Administrator (太守), a stranger to the commandery, 
but to an Arbiter chosen from among the local upper class who 
was supposed to be familiar with local opinions (本土之人). … By 
the beginning of  the fourth century, [it became] a system of  
appointment to office according to family rank.”  
 

MAGNATE FAMILIES COMBINE LITERARY AND MILITARY PURSUITS  
 The Later Han rulers, Lewis (2007: 262) states, “had 
attempted to achieve internal security through demilitarization by 
eliminating universal military service,” and consequently there 
appeared “the remilitarization of  provincial governors” and 
“private armies under the control of  great families.” By the late 
Eastern Han, the central government delegated to governors the 
recruitment of  private armies, but the governors could mobilize a 
military force “only through the personal networks of  eminent 
families in their home regions (ibid: 259).”  
 The tradition of  learning Confucian classics over 
generations among the Han Chinese magnate families had, Mao 
(1990: 89-90) notes, “an enormous influence on contemporary 
politics and society. … [C]lassical studies were that which linked 
the individual, the family and the state.” The principles set forth 
by the Confucians, especially in the area of  filial piety, became the 
holy writ of  the collective family, and were carried to the 
extremes. Confucianism could not but affect “the original military 
nature of  the local magnate families, combining it with a civilian 
aspect (ibid: 83).”  
 Mao (1990: 89) describes the transformation of  magnate 
families into landed gentry as follows: “These changes were the 
move from having only a military structure to one which 

(ibid: 3) states that “universal military 

service was formally abolished” in 31 

CE, and did not reappear in any Han 

Chinese dynasty until after 1911: 

“Expeditionary armies…drew their 

forces primarily from resettled 

barbarians…[who] also quelled internal 

rebellions. …The most common military

man in the Eastern Han [and the Three 

Kingdoms] was the nomad warrior 

serving the empire under the command 

of his tribal chieftain (ibid: 139).”  

11 See Mao (1990: 84) and Ebrey 

(1978: 39, 49). 

12 Ebrey (1978: 56) notes: “the model of

the paternalistic local leader… had 

been used to legitimize the authority of 

local magnates since the Later Han.”  

Ebrey (ibid: 48) further notes that “the 

salaries for officials hardly covered 

subsistence … Nevertheless, salary 

was not the only source of income from 

office-holding. There were also tax- 

exemptions and numerous 

opportunities to receive bribes and gifts.

A high official who served for decades 

…may very well have become rich.”  

 
13 The taixue was first established by 

Han Wudi in 124 BCE. Since those who 

were educated in Classical studies 

could be appointed to office, there was 

a saying (recorded in the Hanshu) that: 

“bequeathing a child gold enough to fill 

a sack is not as good as a classic.” The 

peasants, on the other hand, were 

“without financial means or the leisure 

to obtain an education.” Mao (1990: 82)

 

Magnates Discard Militarism for Literary Pursuit
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14 晉書 卷三十六 列傳第六 衛瓘…

上疏曰…魏氏…起喪亂之後 人士流
移 考詳無地 故立九品之制…鄕邑
淸議 不拘爵位…中間漸染 遂計資
定品…唯以居位爲貴…今除九品 則
宜準古制 使朝臣共相擧任…不能改 

 
資治通鑑 卷八十一 晉紀三 武帝太
康五年 [284] 初[魏文帝曹丕 220] 

陳羣[吏部尙書]以吏部不能審覈天下
之士 故令郡國 各置中正 州置大中
正 [郡縣置小中正] 皆取本土之人 

任朝廷官 德充才盛者爲之 使銓次
等級 [賢有識鑒者] 以爲九品 有言
行脩著 則升之 道義虧缺 則降之 

吏部憑之 以補授百官 
 

15 資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二 
武帝 永明三年 [485] 魏初民多蔭附 
蔭附者 自附於豪强之家 以求蔭庇 蔭附
者 皆無官役 而豪彊徵斂 倍於公賦 
給事中李安世上言 歲飢民流 田業
多爲豪右所占奪 雖桑井難復 桑井謂
古者井田之制五畝之宅樹墻下以桑也 宜
更均量 使力業相稱 又所爭之田…

事久難明 悉歸今主…魏主善之由是 
始議均田 冬十月 詔遣使者 循行州
郡 與牧守均給天下之田 諸男夫十
五以上 受露田四十畝 婦人二十畝 
奴婢依良丁 牛一頭 受田三十畝 限
止四牛 所受之田 率倍之 三易之田 
再倍之…人年及課則受田 老免 及
身沒則還田…桑田皆爲世業 身終不
還…諸宰民之官 各隨近給公田有差
…賣者坐如律 

The government officials were ordered 

to cultivate the public lands held by the 

local government. 
魏書 卷五十三 列傳第四十一 李孝
伯 趙郡人也…父曾…以敎授爲業…

combined it with a literary tradition, from having a local bias to 
becoming involved with the central government.” The transitional 
form may thus be called the landed “magnate-gentry.”  
 According to Mao (1990: 93), “at the juncture of  the late 
Han, Three Kingdoms’ Wei and Western Jin, although such 
families used classical studies…in order to obtain office, still they 
often combined literary and military skills [and were] in charge of  
large armies.”  

Johnson (1977: 116) notes that “after the fall of  the 
Western Jin, we often read of  individuals leading their clans and 
retainers (師宗黨) to a defensible spot and building fortresses 
there (作壘以自保),” and then quotes the Weishu that “in 
Northern Wei one Li P’o led a powerful clan (宗族) which 
tyrannized the common people, and resisted with force 
government attempts to put it down.”  

The Zizhi Tongjian records that, early in the Tuoba 
Xianbei Northern Wei, most peasants were under the protection 
(蔭附) of  powerful local magnates (豪右/强宗豪族/豪强之家) 
who collected rents more than twice the amount of  taxes 
collected by the government (倍於公賦). Furthermore, the 
magnates tended to remove the dependent peasant families from 
the government tax rolls, enabling them to evade corvée 
obligations (無官役). A Han Chinese from a Confucian scholar 
family named Li Anshi thereby presented a memorial to the 
Northern Wei Emperor Xiaowen in 485: “Most of  the farm lands 
(田業) are taken over by the powerful magnates, and the starving 
people are roaming the countryside. Even though the restoration 
of  the Well-Field system (井田之制) is difficult now (雖桑井難復), 
every peasant should at least be allowed to farm approximately 
equal amounts of  land (更均量 力業相稱). On the other hand 
[apparently not to incite infringement on the existing ownership 
of  landed-magnate families], the current owner of  farm land, even 
when the legitimacy of  his ownership has not been clearly 
established, should be officially recognized to hold title to the land 
(事久難明 悉屬今主).” The Weishu continues the Li’s memorial:  
“the poor people will thereby secure their livelihood (細民獲資生
之利) forever protected from the encroachment of  the magnate 
families (永免於凌奪). The magnates will have no further room to 
rob the poor peasants of  their lands (豪右靡餘地之盈).”  

Xiaowen’di of  Tuoba Wei appreciated the Li Anshi’s 
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suggestion and decreed, in October 485, the enforcement of  
Equal Field system (Jun-tian’zhi) for every adult male and female 
over the age of  fifteen throughout the empire. During the chaotic 
fourth century, large areas of  North China were devastated and 
depopulated, and had fallen out of  cultivation. Emperor Xiaowen 
distributed the uncultivated government lands to those who could 
till them. The farm lands allotted to them were to be returned to 
the government at his or her death, but the mulberry land was 
allowed to be inherited. The system helped prevent the 
landholdings by the magnate families from growing out of  hand 
into independent tax-exempt power centers. This reduced the 
potential threat of  the local magnates to the Xianbei suzerainty. 15 

 

LANDED MAGNATES TRANSFORMED INTO SCHOLAR-GENTRY 
During the Era of  Five Barbarians and Sixteen States, 

the local magnates in North China seem to have continued to 
possess armed forces of  their retainers (各將部曲), and served as 
local officials in the Murong Yan and other “barbarian” states.16  

Johsnon (1977: 117) states that “at some time during the 
Northern Wei, and possibly earlier, the clan head was officially 
recognized as the agent of  local political control. … [T]he 
medieval clan, at least in some cases, had a definite leader, and 
hence organizations,” and then raises the questions: “What was 
the role of  these clans in local affairs? Was it similar to the ‘local 
gentry’ of  later times?” 

According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the officially recognized 
clan head (宗主督護) used to hide as many as 30 to 50 tenant 
families in a single household officially registered for taxation. In 
February 486, the Tuoba rulers appointed a neighborhood head 
per every five families, a hamlet head per every five 
neighborhoods, and a village head per every five hamlets among 
the select strong-and-prudent native men who were provided with 
the benefits of  corvée exemptions. The local landed magnates 
were apprehensive (豪彊者尤不願), but the ordinary peasant, and 
the court as well, felt relieved because of  the greatly reduced 
specialty tax-payment obligations (課調省費) of  the peasant.17  

The Tuoba rulers, however, seem to have perceived the 
powerful Han Chinese magnate clans in terms of  their own 
aristocratic clans. As early as 431, Tai-Wu’di let Cui Hao clarify the 
ranks of  influential surnames and clans (大整流品 明辨姓族) in 

太祖[道武帝]時 徵拜博士 出爲趙
郡太守…兄詳…學傳家業 鄕黨宗之 
世祖[太武帝]詔州郡擧賢良 詳應貢
…除中書博士…拜…太守…勸課農
桑…民有千餘…子安世…天安初
[466-7]拜中散…遷主客給事中 時民
困飢流散 豪右多有占奪 安世乃上
訴曰…始返舊墟 㢚井荒毁…强宗豪
族 肆其侵凌 遠認魏晉之家 近引親
舊之驗…愚謂今雖桑井難復 宜更均
量…力業相稱 細民獲資生之利 豪
右靡餘地之盈 則無私之澤…又所爭
之田 宜限年斷 事久難明 悉屬今主
然後虛妄之民…守分之士 永免於凌
奪矣 高祖[孝文帝]深納之 後均田
之制起於此矣…出爲相州刺史…敦
勸農桑…初 廣平人李波 宗族强盛 
殘掠生民 前刺史…親往討之 波率
其宗族拒戰 大破…安世設方略誘波
…斬于鄴市  
 

16 資治通鑑 卷一百八 晉紀三十 武
帝 太元十七年[392] 六月 初…皆仕
於秦…詔以爲冀州諸郡 各將部曲 

營於河南 旣而受翟氏官爵 翟氏敗 

皆降於燕 燕主垂 各隨其材而用之 

 
17 資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二 
武帝 永明四年[486] 二月 魏無鄕黨
之法 唯立宗主督護 民多隱冒 三五
十家 始爲一戶 內秘書令李冲上言 
宜準古法 五家立鄰長 五鄰立里長 
五里立黨長 取鄕人彊謹者爲之 鄰
長復一夫 里長二夫 黨長三夫…初
立黨里鄰三長 定民戶籍 豪彊者尤
不願 旣而課調省費十餘倍上下安心 
 

18 資治通鑑 卷一百二十二 宋紀四
元嘉八年 [431]…皆賢雋之胄 冠冕
周邦…遂徵…州郡所遣 至者數百人 
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差次叙用…皆拜中書博士…崔浩…

欲大整流品 明辨姓族…是得罪千衆 
資治通鑑 卷一百四十 齊紀六 明帝 
建武三年[496] 春正月 魏主雅重門
族…四姓衣冠所推 咸納其女 以充
後宮…詔黃門郞…宋弁 定諸州士族 

多所乘降…二月 詔…庶老 直假郡
縣…魏詔諸州中正 各擧其鄕之民望
年五十以上 守素衡門者授以令長 

 
19 資治通鑑 卷一百三十六 齊紀二 
武帝 永明五年[487] 十二月 魏主問
高祐曰 何以止盜 對曰…茍守宰得
人…唯才是擧…勳舊之臣..而才非撫
民者…不宜委之以方任…帝…命縣
立講學 黨立小學… 永明六年[488] 

十二月…魏主訪羣臣以安民之術 秘
書丞李彪上封事…河表七州人中 擢
其門才 引令赴闕 依中州官…可以
懷江漢歸 有道之情…魏主皆從之 
 

20 資治通鑑 卷一百八 晉紀三十 武
帝 太元二十一年[396] 九月 魏主珪
遂取幷州 初建臺省 置刺史太守尙
書郞以下官 悉用儒生爲之 士大夫
諸軍門…少有才用 咸加擢敍 

 
21 資治通鑑 卷一百七十八 隋紀二 
文帝 開皇十五年[595] 二月 丙辰 
[27] 收天下兵器 敢私造者坐之  
 

22 See Mao (1990: 91). 

Dien (1990: 18) notes that “When the 

Northern Garrison Army, which formed 

the basis for the émigré rule of the 

South, proved incapable of 

withstanding even the slightest 

incursion from the North, the monopoly 

of office by the northern émigrés… 

began to weaken. As the southern court 

the countryside, and then recruited a large number of  central 
government officials among those selected in the prefectures and 
commanderies (州郡所遣). In 496, Xiaowen’di ordered Song Bian 
to re-evaluate the ranks of  the gentry-scholar families in 
prefectures (定諸州士族), and then recruited the grand 
administrators and magistrates (令長) from among the upright and 
respected elders recommended by the Arbiter of  Prefects. 18 

In 487, Xiaowen’di ordered that a primary school be 
established in every village and a high school in every county, and 
that capable persons be recruited from the prominent local 
families, in place of  the traditional meritorious nobles (勳舊之臣), 
to head the provincial government of  Central Plain (中州官) and 
especially to placate the new subjects between the Yangzi River 
and the Han River (江漢歸). 19 

The landed magnate families in North China were 
gradually demilitarized under the Xianbei conquest regimes that 
could not tolerate the existence of  traditional local military power 
centers. The magnate families were encouraged instead to pursue 
the privileged status of  scholar-officials in the local and central 
bureaucracy, functioning as civil collaborators. As early as 396, 
Tuoba Gui had recruited Confucian gentry-scholars (儒生/士大夫) 
in the Bingzhou area for his newly established central and local 
government positions (刺史太守尙書郞以下官). 20 

On February 27, 595, exactly six years after the 
Unification of  “All under Heaven” (in February 589), Sui Wendi 
ordered confiscation of  all weapons in the empire (收天下兵器), 
and punished those who dared to manufacture weapons privately 
(敢私造者坐之). 21 
 
MAGNATE FAMILIES IN SOUTH ALSO ESCHEW THE MILITARY  

The Han Chinese magnate families who fled south after 
317 lost their local societal basis. The émigré magnate families had 
to rely on the central government as functionaries living on a 
salary. Lacking the deep roots of  the native southern lineages, 
apparently they could no longer play the role of  local military 
power centers.22 In Eastern Jin (317-420), Mao (1990: 94) states, 
“the genteel families held between 70% and 94% of  the military 
power, while the percentage decreased to 33% in the Song [420-
79] and Qi [479-502]. In the Liang [502-57], it sank to 1/4 and in 
the Chen [557-89] it was only 1/6, clearly showing that the genteel 
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families had very quickly retreated from the military arena. [The] 
main tendency was for many of  the genteel families to withdraw 
from military activity.” By the time of  Liang dynasty, Mao (1990: 
95) declares, “none of  the gentlemen-grandees…respected 
military pursuit.” 23  

According to Mao (1990: 93), the great military lineages 
gradually eschewed the military in favor of  the literary pursuits: 
“During the period of…the Southern Dynasties, the tendency for 
the genteel family was to discard militarism for literary pursuits 
(ibid).” 
 

LANDED-GENTRY 
The gentry families traditionally invested their wealth in 

land, enabling them to engage tutors to give their children the 
education necessary to become officials in a provincial town or 
capital. Medieval China was, in theory, an open society. A peasant, 
however, could hardly afford to keep an expensive tutor. The 
gentry families consisted of  landlords, (local or central 
government) officials, scholars, and merchants, all within the 
bounds of  the gentry. Learned family members could serve as 
tutors to educate their children. The merchants in China were 
often merely the agents of  landed gentry who actually controlled 
agricultural production.24  

The educated members of  gentry families aspiring to 
enter the bureaucracy moved into city-house in the province or 
capital, and either served as Confucian officials actively engaged in 
politics or enjoyed the leisurely life of  Daoist philosophers in 
temporary retirement when the political situation became 
unfavorable or dangerous. The other members of  the family 
stayed at their country home surrounded by the family property, 
collecting rent from the tenant peasants. 25  
 

 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 

was forced to look for military support 

among the southern local magnate 

families…the southerners had to be 

brought into the governing group 

…which may well explain the apparent 

absence of genealogical compilations 

at the end of the Six Dynasties period.” 

 
23 Ho (1998: 133) states: the “southern 

ethnic groups were pushed… into the 

hills and mountains of inland Yangzi 

as the Chinese immigrants advanced, 

[but] significant numbers of these 

aborigines had their compensation by 

becoming the backbone of the southern 

army, especially because the carpet-

bagging Chinese ruling class was too 

effete and self-indulgent to lead the 

ranks.” 

 
24 Mao (1990: 73-4) notes: “Han Gaozu 

…ordered that merchants were not to 

wear silk nor ride in vehicles, and …  

increased their taxes.” The Former Han 

rulers established monopolies on salt 

and iron to prevent the merchant “from 

making profits on the manufacture of 

tools and on salt, essentials of life.” 

There was “restriction on the purchase 

of land by merchants, and so most of 

the land lost by the peasants fell into 

the hands of the powerful new local 

magnate families (ibid: 76).” 

25 See Eberhard (1965: 42-5, 172-3). 
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1 魏書 卷十三 皇后列傳第一 桓帝
皇后…后攝國事 時人謂之 女國…

平文皇后…國祚殆危 興復大業 后
之力也…獻明皇后…生太祖…得免
難…文明皇后...臨朝聽政 

 
2 北齊書 卷二十八 列傳第二十 元
孝 友 祖魏太武皇帝…嘗奏表曰…

古諸侯娶九女 士一妻一妾…官品令 
第一第二品有四妾…而聖朝忽棄此
數…將相多尙公主 王候娶后族 故
無妾媵 習以爲常…擧朝旣是無妾 
天下殆皆一妻…父母嫁女 則敎以妬
…必相勸以忌 以制夫爲婦德 
 

A grandson of Wei Tai Wudi made the 

statement that most Xianbei generals 

and ministers waited on princesses as 

wives and, unlike the Chinese society, 

almost the entire court officials had only 

one wife --- “to control husband” was 

regarded as the virtue of wives. 

 

The grandfather (獨孤㑓尼) of Dugu 

Xin (獨孤信 d.March 10, 557) had 

settled at the Wuchuan Garrison, and 

Xin’s father (獨孤庫者) followed Yuwen 

Tai (d.October 4, 556) to found Western 

Wei.  

魏書 卷一 序紀第一 國有大鮮卑山
…北俗謂土爲托 謂后爲跋 故以爲
氏…至成皇帝…立 統國三十六  
 

周書 卷十六 列傳第八 獨孤信…魏
氏之初 有三十六部 其先者…爲部 
落大人 與魏俱起 祖㑓尼和平中[北 
魏 460-5] 自雲中鎭武川 因家焉 父
庫者爲領民酋長…信與太祖鄕里 少
相友善…從高祖東討…信長女 周明
敬后 第四女 元貞皇后 第七女 隋

TwwxÇwâÅ gãÉ 
 

Women in the Xianbei-Tungus Society 
 

Actively “Managing” in Positions of Honor and Independence 
 

 

 

 Lewis (2009a: 184-5) writes that the “Han woman writer 
Ban Zhao (45-114) insisted on women’s complete submissiveness 
to their husbands. Her recurring themes were that the husband 
was a woman’s ‘Heaven,’ requiring … obedience,” and that the 
woman should be “silent and invisible.” Lewis (ibid: 180) then 
states that “The nomad warriors who occupied north China after 
the Han brought with them the greater equality of  men and 
women.” 
 
THE XIANBEI WOMEN 

During the fourth century, the Tuoba-Xianbei leaders 
had to overcome all sorts of  difficulties in founding their own 
state. The role of  rulers’ wives and mothers was so conspicuous in 
this critical period that, according to the Weishu, people called 
Tuoba a women’s state.1  

Concubinage was far less common in the conquest 
dynasties. Sui Wendi (Yang Jian) married a typical Xianbei woman, 
and Wright (1973: 239-40) declares that Wendi “stands out as the 
most henpecked emperor in…history.” The eldest daughter 
(d.April 12, 558) of  Dugu Xin (d.March 557), a prominent 
Xianbei general, was married to the first Northern Zhou emperor, 
Yuwen Tai’s eldest son Yu (毓/明帝 Ming’di, b.534/r.557-60), in 
April 556; the seventh to Yang Jian; and the fourth to the father 
of  Li Yuan, Li Bing (李昞).2 Empress Dugu (文獻獨孤皇后 
d.August 19, 602) was Yang Jian’s (d.July 13, 604) inseparable 
companion and most trusted political adviser. It was Empress 
Dugu who gave birth to the five sons of  Yang Jian. 

Li Yuan married the granddaughter of  Yuwen Tai (太穆
皇后竇氏) who gave birth to Princess Pingyang (平陽公主). Like 
mother, like daughter; Princess Pingyang personally led a 10,000-
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man army (娘子軍) and fought battles to assist her father’s 
founding of  the Tang dynasty. At her funeral on February 12, 623, 
the emperor provided an honor guard parade with a drum and 
bugle corp. When a Han Chinese minister reported to the throne 
that bugling and drumming are unprecedented for a woman’s 
funeral, Tang Gaozu retorted: “Bugling and drumming are a 
military music. The Princess had personally seized gong and 
drum, raised an army in the cause of  justice, and helped me 
complete the Great Enterprise. How can you compare her with an 
ordinary woman?”3  

Shimin, Lewis (2009a: 180) writes, “managed state affairs 
with the help of  the Empress Changsun. Thus the power of  Tang 
empresses…simply continued a northern [Xianbei] tradition in 
which women actively participated in the affairs of  the realm.” 4 

The Han Chinese literatus, Yan Zhitui (顔之推 531-91) 
of  Northern Qi (550-77), the author of  Yanshi Jiaxun (顔氏家訓), 
wrote of  the Tuoba-Xianbei customs he observed as follows: “in 
the city of  Ye it was the custom for [Xianbei] women to handle all 
family business, to demand justice and to straighten out legal 
disputes, to make calls and curry with the powerful. They filled 
the streets with their carriages, occupied the government offices 
with their fancy dresses, begged posts for their sons, and made 
complaints about injustice done to their husbands. This must be 
the manners and customs of  the Tuoba-Xianbei (恆代之遺風)!” 5 

A glazed earthenware figurine of  an elegant 
horsewoman was excavated from the tomb (dated 664) of  the 
Tang military commander Zheng Rentai (唐左武衛大將軍鄭仁泰) 
at Liquan, Shaanxi, in 1971. Jenny Liu states that “Prior to the 
Tang dynasty, figures of  women riding horses were virtually 
unknown. Images from the Tang show that women rode horses 

seated in saddles and wearing full skirts, not sidesaddle as in the 
European style but with the feet inside stirrups.”6  

 The Xianbei women enjoyed independence and 
positions of  honor in their militaristic pastoral society, and actively 
participated in political, military, economic, and religious matters. 

It was the Xianbei tradition of  actively “managing” women, 
coupled with the alien Buddhist ideology which had replaced the 
Confucian tradition, that enabled Wu Zetian to make herself  
Empress of  Zhou.7 

According to Wittfogel and Feng (1049: 17), the “early 

文獻后 周隋及皇家 三代皆爲外戚  

 
資治通鑑 卷一百六十六 梁紀二十 
二 太平元年[556]四月 毓..娶…信女 
 
隋書 卷三十六 列傳第一 后妃 文 
獻獨孤皇后..信[503-57]見高祖有奇表 
故以后妻焉 時年十四[557?] 仁壽二 
年[602]朋...時年五十[九?] [544?-602] 

 
舊唐書 卷一 本紀第一高祖 姓李氏 
諱淵...皇考諱昞...追尊元皇帝 廟號
世祖…文帝獨孤皇后 卽高祖從母也 
 
3 資治通鑑 卷一百九十 唐紀六 武
德六年 [623] 二月 平陽昭公主薨 

葬公主 詔加前後鼓吹 班劒四十人 

武賁甲卒 太常奏 禮婦人無鼓吹 上
曰 鼓吹軍樂也 公主親執金鼓 興義
兵 以輔成大業 豈與常婦人比乎! 

 

4 舊唐書 卷五十一 列傳第一 后妃 
上 太宗文德皇后長孫氏 長安人 隋 
右驍衛將軍晟之女也...武德元年[618]

冊爲秦王妃...九年[626]冊拜皇太子妃
…貞觀十年[636]…崩…時年三十六
…太宗…曰…皇后…補朕之闕…聞
善言…一良佐 
 

5 Wright (1973: 240) 顔氏家訓 30 

江東婦女 略無交遊...鄴下風俗 專
以婦持門戶 爭訟曲直 造請奉迎 車
乘塡街衢 綺羅盈府寺 代子求官 爲
夫訴屈 此乃恆代之遺風乎!  
 
Yan Zhitui had first served the Liang (梁
502-57) court (rising to 散騎侍郞), and 

then served Northern Qi (as 黃門侍郞 

and 平原太守), ending his life in the 

service of the Sui (as Xueshi 學士). 
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6 Quotation from Watt (2004: 291).  
Lewis (2009a: 183-4) notes: “another 

source for the notion that the Tang 

was a great age for women was the 

visual presentation of elite women … 

riding horseback, playing polo, and 

shooting bow… dressed in low-cut  

gowns or even in the attire of foreign 

males. … Procession of…court women 

and their attendants appear in many 

tombs. … This extravagant display of 

women’s freedom in Tang tomb art 

declined in later [Chinese] dynasties.”  

 
7 Ning (2004: 112) 

 “One text describes happiness in the 

world under the female ruler… [T]he 

religious leaders asserted that Empress 

Wu was the reincarnation of Maitreya, 

the Future Buddha (ibid: 113).” The 

Grand Cloud Sutra (Dayunjing 大雲經 

translated c.502-57) contained the 

prophecy of the imminent reincarnation 

of Maitreya as a female deity (淨光天
女), monarch of all the world. 

 
8 The last Liao emperor Tianzuo fled 

away from Southern Capital in January 

1122. Yelü Dashi and other dignitaries 

acclaimed Yelü Chun emperor. Chun 

died of illness and his widow, Empress 

Xiao Defei, was made regent who took 

over the military and governance in 

June 1122 and, personally directing the 

Qidan and Xia soldiers led by Xiao Gan 

and Yelü Daishi, routed the huge Song 

army from south, said to number 

500,000 men. Wittfogel and Fêng 

(1949: 628) write: “Liao Chinese wrote 

poems which ridiculed the defeated 

European travelers noted with astonishment the unusual 
independence and honored position of  women in Mongol society. 
Numerous passages in the Liao History describe the participation 
of  Qidan women not only in economic, political, and religious 
matters, but even in the military life of  their people.” Biran (2005: 
164-6) states: “Abaoji’s wife [Shulü/ Empress Dowager Yingtian], 
had her own private army of  200,000 horsemen, with whom she 
organized and led campaigns against rival tribes. ... Empress Xiao 
Defei (蕭德妃), the widow and successor of  the ephemeral [Liao] 
emperor Yelü Chun (淳 r.1122) was willing to fight to the finish 
against the Nüzhens. ... Women routinely fought in the ranks of  
the Qara Khitai (Black Qidan/Western Liao, 1131-1213). ... The 
role of  the ‛rank and file’ women in the warring forces ... is also 
attested ... for thirteenth century Mongol women.” 8  

Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 149) note that, when Abaoji 
was “conquering Bohai, the empress played the greatest part in 
this,” and when Abaoji “was engaged in a distant expedition, she 
launched a successful attack on two rebellious tribes [two Shiwei 
二室韋]. Whenever a military campaign was planned, the empress 
joined the preliminary discussion.” Empress Shulü, instead of  
being buried alongside her husband, cut off  her right hand and 
had it placed in the Abaoji’s tomb. In command of  her own army, 
she saw to it that Abaoji’s second son (太宗 r.926-47) succeeded 
to the throne, though she (tried but) failed to prevent the eldest 
son (世宗 r.947-51) of  her first son (耶律倍/讓國皇帝/東丹王899-
936) to ascend the throne after Taizong’s death.9 

The first half  of  Liao Shengzong’s reign (r.982-1031) 
was controlled by the Empress Dowager Chengtian (942-1009), 
who commanded her own troops on the battlefield against the 
Northern Song. 10 A distinguished Song general named Wang 
Jizhong was captured by the Liao in 1003. According to Standen 
(2007: 164-5), “He promptly accepted employment as a tax 
commissioner under Yelü Longxu (Liao Shengzong, 982-1031), 
and the Liaoshi credits the empress dowager Chengtian with 
knowledge of  Wang Jizhong’s worthiness and with getting him 
this first Liao appointment. As in the case of  Han Yanhui, the 
women of  the imperial clan greatly influenced the career 
prospects of  arrivals from the South. … Wang, having gained the 
trust of  the Liao, seized the opportunity to argue the benefits of  a 
peace, thereby tapping into the wishes of  the empress dowager to 
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end the fighting. He drafted the letters asking the Song to send 
envoys to negotiate.” Abaoji had detained Han Yanhui in 907 and 
sent him out to pasture horses. The Zizhi Tongjian credits “the 
Shulü empress with pointing out to Abaoji the virtues he should 
be making use of, not insulting with menial labor (ibid: 109).” 

The high status of  women in Xianbei society was also 
demonstrated by the fact that two out of  the five Black Qidan 
emperors were women. According to Biran (2005: 161), “both 
Qara Khitai empresses...were specifically nominated for the post 
by their predecessors: ...the empress Gantian [塔不煙/感天皇后 
r.1144-50] by her husband, Yelü Dashi [耶律大石/德宗 r.1124-43], 
and ... the empress Chengtian [普速完/承天太后 r.1164-77] by her 
brother, Yelü Yilie [夷列/仁宗 r.1151-63]. ... They had their own 
reign titles ... ; they bore the titles of  Gürkhan and Dashi; and 
they certainly determined the empire’s internal and external 
policy.” 11  

According to the Liaoshi and Jinshi, the Xi Xia dynasty 
was founded by a Tuoba-Xianbei tribe, ruling over the Tibetans, 
Turks and Chinese. Mote (1999: 189) notes: “In 1092 we see the 
younger Empress Dowager Liang (d.1099), the mother of  the 
now [nine]-year-old emperor [崇宗/李乾順 Li Qianshun r.1086-
1139], personally leading troops in the field against a Song army. 
… She continued to lead armies in the field with alternating 
success and failure through the 1090s … and in 1099 appealed to 
the Liao for assistance. … The Liao, no strangers to strong female 
rulers, nonetheless had found her a willful and troublesome 
vassal.” 12 

 
WOMEN IN THE TUGUSIC SOCIETY 

In the eastern end of  the Eurasian continent, the Silla 
people who had unified the Korean Peninsula by 676 also had 
three queens: Seon-deok (r.632-47), Jin-deok (r.647-54) and Jin-
seong (r.887-97). King Ui-ja (r.641-60) of  Paekche had captured 
more than 40 Silla castles in 642 and, forming a military alliance 
with Koguryeo, laid joint siege upon the Tang-hang Fortress at the 
mouth of  the Han River in 643 in order to cut off  the Silla’s 
access to the Yellow Sea route to Tang. Queen Seon-deok, the first 
of  the three woman rulers of  Silla, sent a desperate request for aid 
to the Tang court. According to the Cefu Yuangui, Taizong (r.626-
49) promised to take some concrete measures to stop the 

Song commander. … According to the 

Songshi, the Song army suffered 

tremendous losses in equipment as 

well as in men. The provisions, which 

had been stored up from Wang An-shi’s 

time on (1068), all fell into the hands of 

the Liao victors.”  

宋史 卷二十二 本紀第二十二 徽宗
四 宣和四年 [1122] 正月 遼主北走 
三月  遼人立燕王淳爲帝 六月…淳
死 蕭幹等立其妻蕭氏 九月…諫北
伐…十月…劉延慶與…統兵出…襲
燕 蕭幹等以兵入援…屢敗…衆軍遂
潰…十二月 金人入燕 蕭氏出奔 

 

9 資治通鑑 卷二百六十九 後梁紀四 
貞明二年 [916] 述律后 勇決多權變 

阿保機行兵御衆 述律后常預其謀 

阿保機…度碛擊党項 留述律后守其
帳…二室韋 乘虛合兵掠之 述律后
知之 勒兵以待其至 奮擊大破之  

 
遼史 卷七十一 列傳第一 后妃 太
祖淳欽皇后述律氏...其先回鶻人檽思
…生后于契丹右大部…太祖卽位..曰
地皇后 神冊元年[916]…應天…皇后
…太祖嘗渡碛擊党項 黃頭臭泊二室
韋乘虛乘虛襲之 后…大破之…太祖
崩 后稱制 攝軍國事...斷右腕納于
柩...后欲令皇太子倍[太祖長子]避之
…太宗[太祖第二子]立 東丹王避之
唐 太后常屬意於少子李胡[太祖第
三子] 太宗崩 世宗[東丹王倍長子]
卽位于鎭陽 太后怒…親率師遇于黃
河之橫渡...諫…罷兵…應曆三年[953]

崩 年七十五  
 

10 See Kuhn (2009: 25). Shizong’s 

(r.947-51) mother (柔貞皇后蕭氏) also 

accompanied her son into battle in 951. 
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11 A daughter of the last Black Qidan 

emperor (耶律直魯古 r.1178-1211/ 

d.1213) fell in love at first sight with a  

Naiman prince (who later usurped the 

throne r.1211-18), and married him 

three days afterwards. Biran (ibid: 163). 

 

遼史 卷三十 本紀 第三十 天祚皇
帝四 ...子...年幼遺命皇后權國...稱
帝改元...籍民十八歲以上...子幼 遺
詔以妹... 權國...稱帝改元...乃蠻王
屈出律...而據其位 遂襲遼衣冠 
 

12 宋史 卷四百八十六 列傳 第二百
四十五 夏國下 乾順 惠宗之長子也 
母曰昭簡文穆皇后梁氏 生三歲卽位 
元祐元年[1086] 十月 以父殂…紹聖
三年…國主子母親督木孚鼓 縱騎四掠 
…初哲宗[r1085-1100]聞夏人來寇 泰
然笑曰…四年二月 夏復以七萬衆攻
綏德…元符二年[1099]國母梁氏薨 
 

Dunnell (1996: 50-1) notes that “After 

Weiming Yuanhao’s death…owing 

largely to the youth of later emperors, 

their mothers occupied prominent 

political and military positions. … 

Patronage of Buddhism allowed the Xia 

empress dowager to cultivate a wide 

range of allies across clan lines and 

outside the military elite.” 

 

13 冊府元龜 卷九九一 外臣部 備禦
四 貞觀十七年 帝謂使人曰…爾國
以婦人爲主爲隣國輕侮 

 

14 Guangxu’di (Aisin-Gioro Zaitian) was 

the son of Prince Chun (醇親王 赫譞) 

and Cixi’s younger sister. 

 

Paekche-Kogureo aggression, but could not help voicing to the 
envoy his opinion that Silla’s troubles might be attributed to the 
fact that the kingdom was ruled by a woman and consequently 
lacked the respect of  its neighbors.13 This was indeed an odd 
prophecy to be uttered by Taizong on the impending fate of  Tang 
under Empress Wu. This statement, however, seems highly 
unlikely to have been uttered by Li Shimin. It seems to have been 
the Han Chinese compilers of  Cefu Yuangui, Wang Qinruo et al. of  
Northern Song, who had put these male chauvinistic words into 
Taizong’s mouth. These Han Chinese historians of  extreme 
Confucian prejudice seem to have been clearing the ground for 
the compilers of  Xin Tangshu (compiled 31 years later from 1044-
60) to indulge in disparaging Empress Wu Zetian.  
 The high status accorded to women seems to have been 
the prevalent tradition not only in the western Manchurian steppe 
and southeastern corner of  the Korean Peninsula (prior to the 
appearance of  the fanatically Neo-Confucian Chosun dynasty in 
1392-1910) but also in the eastern Manchurian forest. Cixi (慈禧 
1835-1908) was chosen in 1851 to be a lesser concubine of  
Xianfeng’di (咸豊帝 r.1850-61) of  the Manchu Qing dynasty. She 
had been referred to simply as Lady Yehenara (葉赫那拉), from 
the name of  her Manchu clan, but had the good fortune to bear 
the emperor’s only surviving son. Empress Dowager Cixi (西太后) 
was a devout Buddhist, and ruled the Manchu Qing, as the 
coregent, for her son Tongzhi’di (同治帝/載淳 b.1856/r.1861-74) 
and also for her infant nephew Guangxu’di (光緖帝/載湉 
b.1871/r.1875-1908) until 1889.14  
 The Manchu rulers reckoned the Chinese practice of  
binding the feet of  their women to be extremely barbarous, and 
proscribed foot-binding for Manchu women. Walking through life 
with “big feet,” Manchu women were never bound by the fanatic 
social conventions which prevailed in the Han Chinese society. 
Hence Wittfogel and Feng (1949: 12) say that “the only unmarried 
woman in the world whose position is analogous to that of  the 
American girl in her own family is the Manchu girl.” The Manchu 
women were allowed to ride astride horses and, Im (1981: 50) 
writes, “even to go hunting. During the era of  military expansion, 
women in some special cases even received official titles of  
captain or lieutenant.”  
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Ethnic Identity of  Western Xia 
 

The Multiethnic Buddhist Empire of Xi Xia (982-1038-1227) 
 

Xi Xia is called the Tangut Kingdom and understood as 
a Tibetan state. The Tufan Tibetans around Lhasa in the 
Himalayan upland were sedentary farmers-cum-herders, while the 
Qiang of  the Tibetan upland and Gansu Corridor were nomadic 
herders. The Jinshi states that one of  the eight Dangxiang (党項) 
tribes [inhabiting the steppes of  Qinghai] was Tuoba (拓跋部) and 
they founded the Western Xia. Mote (1999: 171) states that “the 
Tuoba chieftains of  the Tanguts” were referred to as “the Ping 
Xia tribe (平夏部), that is, the pacifiers of  Xia.” The Liaoshi states 
that the founders of  Xi Xia had originated from the Tuoba. 
According to the Songshi, Li Yuanhao (李元昊/景宗 r.1032-48), 
the grandson of  the founder of  the Xi Xia state, Li Jiqian (李繼遷 
b.963 r.982-1004), proclaiming himself  the emperor of  the Great 
Xia (大夏) in 1038, claimed that his ancestors had originated from 
the imperial clan who had laid the foundations of  Northern Wei, 
and that Tuoba Si-gong (?-895) was his ancient ancestor. 1 Dunnell 
(1996: 44) states: “The Tangut ruler’s claim to descend from the 
Tuoba rulers implied a superior ancestry to the Qidans, who 
traced their descent from the tribes who submitted to the 
Northern Wei.”  

After the fall of  Tuoba Wei in North China, some Tuoba 
tribes withdrew to the borderland between Tibet and China. 
Tuoba Si-gong had been appointed Military Governor (jiedushi) of  
the region of  Xia by the Tang court in August 881; participated in 
the campaign to drive out the Huang Chao (875-84) rebels from 
Chang’an on April 5, 883; and as a reward, obtained the Tang 
royal surname of  Li and regional authority in the northern 
Shaanxi and Gansu area.2  

After the fall of  Tang, 20-year old Li Jiqian established 
an independent state in 982.3 Mote (1999: 173) translates passages 
from the 1979 writing of  a Taiwanese historian named Que 
Haozeng: “From Li Jiquian’s occupation of  Yinzhou [985] and his 

1 遼史 卷百十三 列傳 第四十五 西
夏 本魏拓跋氏後 其地則赫連國…

遠祖思恭唐季受賜姓曰李 涉五代至
宋 世有其地 至李繼遷始大 據夏銀
綏宥靜五州...子德明曉佛書...其俗 
..病者不用醫藥 召巫者送鬼 西夏語
以巫爲厮也...迨遼聖宗統和四年[986] 

繼遷...始來附遼…二十一年 繼遷薨 
其子德昭[r.1004-32]…封…爲西平王.. 

二十八年 [1010]…冊...夏國王...重熙
元年 李德昭薨 冊其子夏國公元昊
爲王...十二年[1043] 元昊以加上尊號
宋史 卷四百八十五 列傳 第二百四
十四 夏國上 昔唐承隋後 隋承周齊 
上遡元魏 故西北之疆有漢晉正朔所
不逮者…李彝興 夏州人也 本姓拓
跋氏 唐貞觀初 有拓跋赤辭者歸唐 
太宗賜姓李 置靜邊等州以處之 其 

後析居夏州者號平夏部 唐末拓跋思
恭鎭夏州 統銀夏綏宥靜五州地 討
黃巢有功 復賜李姓…太平興國八年 
[983]..繼遷復連娶豪族 轉遷無常 漸 
以彊大…雍熙三年[986] 遼義成公主
嫁繼遷 冊爲夏國王..建興九年[1030] 

…立…元昊…宋寶元元年[1038]…卽
皇帝位 時年三十…上表曰 臣祖宗
本出帝胄 當東晉之末運 創後魏之
初基 遠祖思恭…制小蕃文字…國稱
大夏 年號天授禮法延祚…慶曆四年 
[1044]…凡歲賜銀綺絹茶二十五萬五
千…然宋每遣使往 館于宥州 
金史 卷一百三十四 列傳第七十二 
西夏...契丹與夏國甥舅也…今大金與
夏國君臣也...贊曰..元魏衰微 居松州
者因以舊姓爲拓跋氏 按唐書党項八
部有拓跋部 自党項入居銀夏之間者
號平夏部 拓跋思恭以破黃巢功賜姓
李氏 兄弟相繼爲節度使 居夏州 在
河南 繼遷再立國 元昊始大…取…

酒泉敦煌郡地 南界橫山 東距西河 
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Dunnell (1996: 44-5) notes that a Song 

statesman “tried to dismiss the appeal 

to Tuoba precedent pointing out…what 

about the other powerful Tangut clans 

who could also claim Xianbei descent?” 

 
2 資治通鑑 卷二百五十八 唐紀七
十四 昭宗 大順元年 [890] 克用遣
…朝 言臣父子…破龐勛 翦黃巢 黜
襄王存易定...則拓跋思恭之取鄜延 
朱全忠之侵徐鄆 何獨不討 
 

3 See Dunnell (1994: 154) and Mote 

 (1999: 177). According to Eberhard 

(1965: 171), a good number of Tuoba 

families remained in leading positions 

of the ruling elite of Shatuo Turkic 

dynasties in the tenth century. 

 
4 Dunnell (1996: 157) states: “faith in 

the Buddha…and the divine powers of 

protection adhering in the relics…had 

become one of the underpinning of the 

Weiming (Li Yuanhao) dynasty, and the 

state it founded.” Dunnell (ibid: 28) 

further states: “Deity cults, spirit 

worship, fertility rites, and shamanistic 

practices persisted and are attested in 

Tangut sources… Such beliefs 

permeated all levels of society, and a 

number of non-Buddhist rituals became 

enshrined in Xia court ceremonials. 

One was the annual animal sacrifice to 

Heaven conducted by shamans in the 

old imperial palace.”  

 
5 See Twitchett and Tietze (1994: 109, 

122), Dunnel (1994: 189), Barfield 

(1989: 174), Mote (1999: 185) and 

Jagchid and Symons (1969: 132). 

rebellion against the Song and submission to the Liao [in 986] 
onward, the Xi Xia joined with the Liao in defying the Song. … 
Consequently the Liao ruler Shengzong married a daughter of  his 
imperial line to the Xi Xia ruler [in 989] … [T]hereafter the Liao 
and the Xia were closely united.”  
 In 1031, Eberhard (2005: 201-2) states, the first Xi Xia 
emperor, Li Yuanhao, “resumed the old family name of  the 
Tuoba, thus proclaiming his intention to continue the Tuoba 
empire … The state soon covered the present province of  
Gansu…and parts of  the Ordos region,” including Dunhuang, 
with its capital (興慶) near present-day Yinchuan (銀川), Ningxia, 
and defining, in the words of  Dunnell (1996: 159), “its borders as 
distinct from China, Qidan, Tibet.” By the early eleventh century, 
the Xia were able to absorb all the fragmented regimes of  the 
northwest into their control, ruling over the Xianbei, Tibetans, 
Turks, and Chinese numbering more than three million. The Xi 
Xia emperor, Dunnell (1994: 154-5) notes, “cultivated his sacral 
image as a Buddhist ruler and accorded high status to the Tibetan 
lamas at his court.” Dunnell (ibid: 157) contends “that the Tuoba 
Tanguts were a Tibetanized Xianbei elite ruling a largely Qiang 
population.” Western Xia may simply be called a multiethnic 
Buddhist empire founded by a Tuoba-Xianbei tribe. 4  
 Liao invaded Northern Song in 1004, and concluded the 
Shanyuan peace treaty of  1005 which called for the Song to 
deliver 100,000 liang of  silver and 200,000 pi of  silk annually to the 
Qidans. Xi Xia could also conclude the peace treaty in 1044 with 
Northern Song after the 1039-44 War, stipulating the application 
of  the same protocol as the Song extended to the Liao (receiving 
the Song envoys at Youzhou, not at the Xia capital), specifying 
annual gifts of  72,000 units of  silver, 153,000 units of  silk, and 
30,000 jin of  tea, and restoring the subsidized border markets.5  

The Xi Xia dynasty was destroyed by the Mongols in the 
reign of  Li Dewang (獻宗 r.1223-6) and Li Xian (末主 李睍 
r.1226-7), 245 years after its founding in 982. In 1226, 
Ratchnevsky (1991: 140-3) states, “despite his advanced age, 
Chinggis Khan…placed himself  at the head of  the army which 
attacked the Tangut empire. …The Tanguts earlier refused him 
auxiliary troops for his western campaign… Chinggis died 
from…injuries [in August 1227]… [N]ot only the Tangut ruler but 
the total population of  the capital was massacred.”  

Xi Xia Originated from Tuoba-Xianbei Wei 
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Seljuk and Ottoman Turkic Empires 
 

The Seljuk Turks from the north of  Lake Balkhash seem 
to have adopted Sunnis Islam (that had prevailed in Transoxania) 
in place of  the Turko-Mongol shamanism, according to Basan 
(2010: 23, 187), before they arrived at the area between Bokhara 
and Samarkand between c.985-93. The Seljuks occupied Khurasan 
in 1040; captured Baghdad in 1055; and expanded their empire 
from Persia to Byzantine Christian Anatolia under the guise of  the 
Holy War of  Islam, capturing the Byzantine emperor Romanus in 
Armenia in 1071. The khan became sultan. The Seljuks, says Biran 
(2005: 16), “exterminated the Dailami Būyid dynasty [an Iranian 
sultanate with puppet caliphs in Baghdad that ruled in western 
Iran and Iraq, 945-1055] … becoming the real power behind the 
still reigning Abbāsid Caliphs (750-1258).” 1  

The Samanid dynasty (819-999) with its capital at 
Bukhara, the first native dynasty to arise in Iran after the Muslim 
Arab conquest, was terminated by a Turkish slave commander 
who founded the Ghaznavid dynasty (977-1040-1186) that ruled 
in Khurasan (in northeastern Iran), Afghanistan, and northern 
India. The Persian and Arab sultanates were then replaced by the 
newly converted Turkish sultanate, the Seljuk Empire (c.1000-
1194-1243), that was to be destroyed by the Khwarazm Shah in 
1194.  

The Seljuks Turkicized the Greek-speaking eastern and 
central Anatolia.2 Turkish Islam fused shamanist beliefs with 
Islam, and hence differed significantly from Iranian or Arab Islam. 
The shamanistic traditions of  the Turks remained deeply 
embedded in their rituals and spiritual practices. 3  

Luther (2001: 5) finds that there “began a symbiotic 
relationship of  largely Iranian ‘men of  the pen’ and Turkish ‘men 
of  the sword’ which favored the continuation of  Persian as the 
written language of  Turkish ruled states for centuries…Naturally, 
Iranians wrote the history and tried to make what had happened 
fit their own view of  things.”  

Persian culture flourished in the Seljuk Empire, leaving a 

1 Caliphs, the rulers of the early Islamic 

states and the titular heads of the 

Muslim community, had the more  

formal title of Commander of the 

Faithful. After 998, Caliphs often 

conferred on Muslim rulers the title of 

“Sultan.” Sultan had implied the moral 

or spiritual authority according to the 

Qur’an, but later came to denote 

political or government power. 

See also Beckwith (2009: 168-9). 

 
2 Imber (2002: 5) notes that “The 

Mediterranean coastlands…provided 

them a warm winter climate, while in 

the summer… their flocks could follow 

the retreating snowline to the upland 

pastures of the Taurus mountains and 

the Anatolian plateau. It was perhaps 

these factors more than the collapse of 

Byzantine rule that encouraged the first 

Turkish immigrans into Anatolia.” 

 
3 See Quataert (2005: 15). 

 
4 Luther (2001: 4) states: “The collapse 

of the Saljuq Empire did not mean a 

resurgence of Iranian rulers… [T]he 

Saljuqs had shifted the base of their 

military power from their Turkoman 

tribesmen to…Turkish mamluks…. 

following the practice of the later 

Samanid and Ghaznavid dynasties…a 

practice which the Abbasid Caliphs had 

begun in the ninth century. The effect 

of…the assignment of fiefs and 

appanages…to these mamluks was to 

leave a dominant class of Turkish 

military slaves on the scene after they 

themselves had disappeared.” 

 

Seljuk Turkic Empire Conquered by Mongols
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A.4.1. Seljuk Empire circa 1120 

(c.1000-1194-1243)  

 
5 See Quataert (2005: 17).  

 

6 Lowry (2003: 6) 

 
7 See Cavalli-Storza (2000: 152).  

In Anatolia, there were a relatively small 

number of Turco-Mongol men for a 

much larger number of Aryan women; 

Islam tolerates multiple wives; and 

hence the effects of Turco-Mongol rule 

were more cultural than genetic. 

According to Schurr (2009: 275-7), 

“sixteen million people, nearly one-tenth 

of all Central…Asian men, have a 

common forefather [that] may have 

been Chinggis Khan… because the 

Mongols decimated the original male 

population in their march across Central 

Asia.” Schurr has examined only the Y-

chromosomal haplogroup C3c for a 

specific paternal lineage, excluding all 

other non-Chinggis Mongol males. 

 
A.4.2. Ottoman Empire (c.1300-1922) 

strong legacy to Islam, but there came the crushing defeat in 1141 
inflicted by the Black Qidan. By 1194, the Seljuk power was at an 
end everywhere except in Anatolia.4 These Iranized Turks, 
founding an empire with the Turkic military machine and Persian 
administrative system, tried valiantly but were not able to defend 
Persian civilization against the fresh uncivilized Turko-Mongols 
such as Chinggis Khan (r.1206-27) and Tamerlane (1336-1405).  

Expansion of  the Mongol Empire accelerated the 
westward flight of  the Turks, who had either to be co-opted or 
flee west. In 1243, a Mongol army destroyed the Anatolian Seljuks 
at the battle of  Köse-Dagh in modern Turkey, and reduced the 
Sultan to the status of  a vassal. By 1258, the overlord of  Anatolia 
was the Ilkhan, the Mongol ruler of  Iran. Imber states (2002: 6-7): 
“In 1302, the last Seljuk sultan died. His death coincided with a 
period of  weakening Ilkhanid control over Anatolia, making it 
possible for local governors, lords and bandits to establish 
themselves as independent rulers. Thus, in the early fourteenth 
century, what had been Seljuk and Ilkhanis Anatolia broke up into 
a kaleidoscope of  principalities.” There appeared a tiny Turkic 
chiefdom of  Osman (r.1290-1324), in charge of  some 40,000 
tents in the northwestern corner of  the Anatolian Peninsula that 
was located south and east of  the Byzantine Constantinople.5 

Osman’s son, Orhan (r.1324-62), managed to construct a 
bridgehead on the European side of  the Dardanelles in 1354. 
Between 1370-1400, Timur created a vast Empire of  vassals with 
its capital at Samarkand. Timur invaded Anatolia in 1402, and 
plundered it until 1403, but died in 1405 on his campaign against 
Ming China. Orhan’s fifth generation descendant, Mehmet II 
(r.1444-81), conquered Byzantium by 1453. The Ottoman Empire 
(c.1300-1922) eventually reassembled under its rule the territory 
of  the old East Roman Empire and more, including portions of  
the northern Balkans and the Ukranian steppe north of  the Black 
Sea, and endured until after World War I.  

The administrative structure of  the Ottomans was 
derived from the Seljuk and Ilkhanid tradition.6 The altitude, 
climate, and vegetation of  the Anatolian plateau showed natural 
affinity with the Kirghiz steppe. The ancient Byzantine lands 
became thoroughly Turkified. Greek was replaced by an Altaic 
language, but the genetic effects of  Turkic invasion over hundreds 
of  years were rather modest.7 

Modest Genetic Effect of Turkic Invasion  
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Iron-Making in China  

and Elsewhere in the World 
 

 

IRON-MAKING BY BLAST FURNACE IN CHINA 
According to Waldbaum (1999: 28), “iron appears … 

from a wider variety of  sites in the Late Bronze Age (c.1600-1200 
BCE) in Egypt, Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, Cyprus, Greece, Crete, 
and the Aegean Islands.” 1 The full Iron Age began in the Near 
East and in southeast Europe c.1200 BCE. The Scythians (塞 
archaic sэk) dominated the Eurasian steppelands through the 
greater part of  the 1st millennium BCE. In the east of  the Urals, 
according to Wagner (2008: 93-7), “the earliest firmly dated 
Scythic iron appears to come from kurgans (grave mounds) 
excavated in Tuva and dated to the 7th century BCE.” It is 
generally agreed that the first smelted iron in China appears no 
earlier than c.500 BCE. 2  

According to Wagner (2008: 5), China had somehow 
adopted “the indirect process” which was “the most efficient way 
of  producing wrought iron, in spite of  the curious roundabout 
way in which it works, with carbon first being put into the iron to 
make cast iron, then removed again.” The iron ore, the charcoal, 
and a flux to lower the melting point (typically limestone) were 
charged in the top of  the blast furnace (高爐); the air was blown 
through numerous tuyères near the bottom; and molton iron and 
slag were tapped out of  tapholes at the bottom. In the blast 
furnace, “iron takes up carbon, reaching a maximum carbon 
content in the range of  4-5 per cent; at this carbon content the 
melting point of  the iron is as low as 1147°C (ibid: 13).” 
Analyzing a representative sample case, Wagner (ibid: 236) says 
that “since the ore contains about 50 per cent iron, and very little 
iron is found in the slag, about 2 tonnes of  ore were needed for 
each tonne of  iron produced.” In China, iron ore was smelted on 
a massive scale into a high-carbon (=cast) liquid metal in a blast 
furnace that “could be used directly in a foundry, but most of  it 

1 Forged iron, however, was not 

superior to hardened bronze for 

weaponry until the techniques of 

steeling and heat-treating were 

mastered (ibid). Pigott (1999: 6-7) 

suggests that the bronzesmiths of the 

Hittite Kingdom in Anatolia (who 

appeared sometime after 2000 BCE 

and suddenly fell c.1193 BCE) could 

have transformed the accidental 

occurrence of iron during copper 

smelting into the process of deliberately 

smelting iron; or borrowed iron 

technology from some tribes in modern 

Georgia (who were using black sand) in 

the second millennium BCE. Iron 

technology seems to have been 

inherited by the Neo-Assyrian Empire 

(9th century-7th century BCE).  

 
2 Bronson (1999: 179-80, 182) states 

that, in China, the literary evidence for 

sixth and fifth century (BCE) iron is 

ambiguous; and the archeological 

evidence for iron in the fourth century 

BCE is also unsatisfactory. Iron-making, 

however, seems to have advanced with 

astonishing rapidity during the fourth 

and third centuries BCE. Yet iron is 

much less common than bronze at 

almost all burial sites in China that 

antedate the Christian Era, though the 

tombs were apparently dug out with 

iron spades and hoes (compatible with 

the thesis that iron was inexpensive 

and abundant, and was used mainly for 

utilitarian if not ceremonial purposes 

such as farming tools and weapons). 

 
3 Wagner notes (2008: 66, 164) that  
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“annealing [heat treating] a white-cast- 

iron object at a high temperature for a 

period of days” results in a malleable 
decarburized “cast” iron. Bronson 

(1999: 189) notes that, by the late 

Warring States period, the Chinese 

could remove the carbon from thick 

objects “by casting white iron into thin 

sheets and rods, subjecting them to a 

decarburizing anneal, and then forging 

the decarburized metal into a finished 

product.” See also Hsu (1999: 579). 

  
4 Bronson (1999: 190) notes that “the 

large melting furnaces and complex 

molding systems (with stacked and 

multiple molds) that had been in use by 

bronze casters since the Shang period 

would have been (and, in fact, proved 

to be) readily adaptable to iron casting.” 

 
5 Barnes (2007a: 65) notes that “In a 

bloomery furnace, charcoal was not 

used in great quantities, so the iron ore 

did not melt completely. Instead, the 

product was a spongy mass of iron and 

slag called a bloom [that must be] 

refined through hammering to expel the 

slag impurities” in the forging-welding 

process. The final product was either 

low-carbon (C≤0.1%) wrought iron or 

medium-carbon steel. The repeated 

heating-hammering process turned iron 

into steel by absorbing enough carbon. 

Wang (1982: 127) notes that “The 

hammering process not only forged the 

metal into the desired shape; it also 

reduced the … impurities and alloyed 

them evenly with the metal, thus raising 

the quality of the steel produced.”  

was converted to wrought iron (or more correctly, mild iron) with 
typically 0.1 per cent carbon. This was the basic material of  the 
smith…to make a medium-carbon steel (ibid: 5).”  

Brittle white iron could be remelted and cast, à la 
bronze-casting, into (agricultural) instruments en masse at a 
foundry. The mechanical properties of  a finished object were 
improved by decarburizing the casting (i.e., heat treatment of  
casting called annealing). 3 Complex (stone, terra-cotta or sand) 
molds for casting large numbers of  bronze objects had in fact 
long been deployed by the Chinese bronze casters. 4  

High-carbon cast iron could also be refined 
(decarburized) in a small cupola furnace through oxidation (炒 
stir frying of  iron lumps), converting (softening and toughening) 
white iron into malleable low-carbon (0.1-0.3%) mild steel that 
can be welded and forged by a smith into steel products (such as 
weapons with carbon content in the range of  0.5-1%) after 
removing the intermixed slag by hammering. Bronson (1999: 191) 
points out that remelting brittle iron in fining furnaces (炒爐) 
could produce low-carbon iron on a massive scale in China.  

Brittle white iron or refined (decarburized) iron can be 
formed into secondary ingots for trade. A foundry can fabricate 
finished objects by casting or forging iron ingots smelted or 
refined elsewhere.  

Bronson (1999: 190) states: “it is difficult to find a single 
device or concept used in early Chinese iron-making that is shared 
with any other country. … It is hard to find a single specific 
process or item of  metallurgical equipment that was used by early 
Chinese iron-makers and by iron-makers elsewhere in Eurasia.”  

 

IRON-MAKING BY BLOOMERY FURCAE ELSEWHERE 
The rest of  the world, including Manchuria and the 

Korean Peninsula, produced low-carbon (=wrought) sponge-like, 
not molten, iron (海綿鐵) in bloomery furnaces (塊鐵爐), also 
using charcoal, but on a much smaller scale. One may say that the 
rest of  the world had adopted “the direct process” of  producing 
low-carbon iron without the economies of  scale, with carbon 
being put into the iron, ex-post facto, to make either forged or 
cast final products. Wagner (2008: 89) notes: “In a bloomery 
furnace wood or charcoal is burned, producing a temperature 
around 1200-1300°C. …Roasted iron ore…is added to this fire. 

Iron-Making by Bloomery Furnace Elsewhere 
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… [The thermodynamic conditions for these reactions are … In 
this range very little carbon can enter the iron.] … the slag, most 
of  which melts and flows to the bottom of  furnace. …The 
resulting small pieces of  iron, which are never molten, sinter 
together to make a sponge-like mass of  iron and slag called the 
bloom. This is removed and hammered on an anvil to force out as 
much as possible of  the slag.” Hammering the bloomery iron on 
an anvil squeezed the slag out like water from a sponge, and 
quench-hardening (淬 the process of  removing it from the fire of  
the forging hearth 鍛冶爐 and putting it into water) carburize 
and harden the object. 5 The low-carbon (under 2%) iron cannot 
be cast except at extremely high temperatures. Using a remelting 
furnace (鎔解爐), however, the bloomery iron could also be 
carburized and then cast or forged into a finished object; or 
formed into secondary semi-finished iron ingots of  more 
workable and transportable sizes for commercial transactions. A 
foundry can fabricate mild or pure steel objects by forging with a 
hammer the bloomery iron smelted elsewhere and brought in the 
form of  blooms or more refined (caburized) iron bars.  

In the Korean Peninsula, the bloomery sponge iron was 
often remelted in a small melting furnace, applying limestone, 
shell, or bones to let iron take up carbon and lower the melting 
point, and then “cast” into a finished object or semi-finished iron-
steel bars using sandy-clay molds (鎔范).6 In South Asia, Kenoyer 
and Miller (1999: 123) observe, “the remelting … to produce 
secondary or refined ingots [was] also a common intermediary 
stage between the production of  the original smelting ingot and 
the final fabricated or cast object. This secondary ingot 
production is undertaken for one or more reasons: to remove 
slaggy impurities left in the original smelting ingots; to break up 
large smelting ingots into more workable or transportable ingots; 
to form metal alloys; and/or to melt down metal scrap. … [M]uch 
of  the archeological evidence for [re]melting (and casting) 
resembles the evidence for smelting [original bloomery iron], i.e., 
the presence of  crucibles, kilns, slag, and metal ingots. However, 
careful analysis of  these objects, particularly identification of  the 
types of  slags present, usually allows differentiation of  these 
processes.” 7 

According to Bronson (1999: 185), “bloomery slags are 
easily distinguished from blast furnace slags due to their high iron 

A.5.1. Forging-furnace wall pieces (鍛
冶爐壁片top) and slags (bottom) from 

the Jang-an-ri (Kyunggi-do) foundry 

site. The low-carbon (wrought) spongy 

iron produced in a bloomery furnace 

was refined using a small forging 

furnace and hammering to expel the 

slag impurities. In China, high-carbon 

(cast) brittle white iron produced in a 

blast furnace was cast into molds or 

decaburized in a cupola furnace. 

Decaburized iron can be hammered but 

does not leave slag in the forging 

process. See Barnes (2007a: 65-7) 

 

High Iron Content of the Bloomery Slags
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6 See Barnes (2007a: 66-7). 

 
7 According to Kenoyer and Miller 

(1999: 126-7), “the presence of cast 

objects and no molds could be taken as 

an indicator of importation of finished 

metal products [instead of secondary 

ingots], but this seems unlikely. …Two 

techniques using sand or sandy clay 

molds are sand casting and lost model 

casting, both of which leave almost no 

archeological traces. … Cast semi-

finished objects…also would be 

subsequently worked to form the 

finished object.” 

 
A.5.2. Iron axe-head (top) cast in mold; 

(middle & bottom) forged.  

Korean Peninsula 

 
8 Barnes (ibid: 66) states that there is 

uncertainty whether a final forged 

product found from a foundry site in 

Japan was made from low-carbon 

(wrought) bloomery iron-steel ingots 

imported from the Korean Peninsula, or 

was made from the Chinese malleable 

(decarburized) high-carbon iron ingots. 

content. They can also be distinguished from finery slags, with 
which they have nearly identical chemical compositions, by the 
fact that they [slags] tend to be found in large quantities. Massive 
deposits of  high-iron bloomery slag occur at many early 
ironmaking sites in Europe, Africa, and South and Southeast Asia. 
One finds it hard to believe that such deposits could have 
remained unnoticed in China if  bloomeries had ever been used 
there in significant numbers. … [A]rcheologists have not been 
able to find a single example of  an actual bloomery, from the 
Warring States or any other period. … [T]here are no reports of  
ancient bloomery slags” in China.  

The bloomery iron carburized by hammering and 
forging and the white iron decarburized in a fining furnace are, 
according to Bronson (1999: 184), “identical in terms of  structure 
and chemistry,” and are distinguishable. It is impossible to tell 
whether “wrought-iron artifacts” were made of  carburized 
“bloomery iron or from iron which had been fined” from high-
carbon white brittle iron, says Wagner (2008: 137-8).8  

Blast furnaces are up to 10 meters high. Unlike 
bloomery-smelting, blast-furnace-smelting has tremendous 
economies of  scale. Bronson (1999: 182-3) notes that “the 
Chinese iron industry continued to be dominated by large-scale 
private enterprises until 117 BCE, when a policy of  government 
monopoly of  iron production was inaugurated,” and further notes 
that four early Han-period blast furnace sites (with diameters of  
one to two meters) were excavated together with huge cupola 
fining furnaces in northern Henan province. Bronson further 
notes that, “in the kingdom of  Yan, near modern Beijing, several 
sites have proved to be quite rich in iron…where iron tools have 
been found in workshop [foundry] as well as in the…mass burial 
(ibid: 183).” Xinglong County where iron tools have also been 
found is believed to be the site of  an official iron foundry of  the 
ancient Yan government (ibid: 182).  
 

IRON PRODUCTION IN EUROPE VS. CHINA 

Until Medieval times, iron was produced in Europe on a 
small scale in thousands of  villages using the bloomery-smelting 
method. Iron artifacts were the work of  a blacksmith. Wagner had 
contended that iron smelting in blast furnaces began in South 
China (Wu-Chu states) sometime before the beginning of  the fifth 

Scale Economies of the Blast Furnace  
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century BCE, and from there it spread to the rest of  the Zhou 
Empire. Wagner (2008: 88) now states that: “If  iron-smelting 
technology came to China from the West, then the first iron 
smelting in China must have been done in bloomeries rather than, 
as few writers, including myself, have assumed, in blast furnaces.” 

There is, however, no archeological evidence that the bloomery 
smelting technique was ever used in mainland China. Rather, for 
small-scale iron production, a small blast furnace was used in 
China (ibid: 86).  
  The iron-production technology of  Roman Europe, 
Wagner (2001: 88) states, “encouraged small-scale localized 
production, and a direct consequence of  this was that iron was 
never politically or financially interesting to the state. In China, 
one consequence of  a technology which gives significant 
economies of  scale was that a powerful state took a direct interest 
in iron production and thereby further increased its economic and 
political power.”  

 In 81 BCE, shortly after the death of  Wudi, a debate 
about the state monopolies was called at the Han court between 
the Legalist officials and a group of  Confucian literati. A record 
of  this debate, the Discourse on Salt and Iron (Yantielun 鹽鐵論), was 
compiled between 81-49 BCE. The records, translated by Wagner 
(2008: 180), reveal both the positive and negative aspects of  the 
economies-of-scale-cum-state-monopoly-production that are 
readily understood by modern-day economists (surely by the 
Soviet era economists): the government has “taken of  the salt and 
iron industries, so that usage would be unified and prices 
equalized, to the benefit of  the common people and the public 
and private inerests. … The iron implements cast by the State are 
mostly ‘large implements’; they fill quotas rather than provide the 
necessities of  the people. Earlier, when foundrywork and salt-
boiling were permited to the people on the payment of  a self-
assessed tax…implements were practical and suitable for use. 
Today the iron implements produced by the State are mostly 
crude and coarce.” 9 
 

IRON-MAKING IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA 
 Wagner (2008: 98) states: “it is very important to repeat 
that the first iron in Korea need not have come from China. 
Scytho-Siberian influences are known in South Korea…e.g. the 

A.5.3. Seok-jang-ri Paekche iron-

production site: (top) rectangular 

smelting furnace 長方形大形箱形製
鍊爐; (middle) circular smelting furnace 
圓形製鍊爐; (bottom) clay blastpipe 

for bellows (the hand-held air chamber 

for producing current of air which can 

be expanded to draw in air through a 

valve and then contracted to expel the 

air through the tube). Jincheon, Chung-

buk 忠北 鎭川郡 德山面 石帳里 
 
9 The Yanlielun continues: [in ancient 

times] “At busy times for agricultural 

activity the implements were 

transported to the fields for distribution 

…exchanging money and products, 

grain, and new and old implements. ... 

[E]veryone got what he needed. … Now 

that the State has taken possession of 

the sources and monopolized the trade, 
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implements are hard and brittle… The 

responsible officers are often not at 

their posts … [The common people] 

must…travel far to buy implements … 

Salt and iron are sold at high prices … 

When the Iron Offices are unable to sell 

their implements, they sometimes 

iliiegally make forced sales to the 

people.” Wagner (2008: 181-2) 

 

A.5.4. Iron ingots and bars excavated 

from the Sarari site (慶州 舍羅里) and 

other sites (not shown) in the Korean 

Peninsula and Japanese Islands. 

 
10 A (6.4 meters long and 6.0 meters 

wide) hole was dug underground, the 

bottom was layered with clay and 

charcoal, and then two furnaces (the 

large one for the first stage of iron-

smelting 鍊爐 and the small one for 

the next stage of resmelting 鎔解) 

were installed on top of the layers. The 

round-shaped clay furnace (圓形竪爐) 

Ipsil-ni (入室里) site, Kyungju (慶州), dated to the late 3rd century 
BCE… The best evidence on the actual technology of  iron 
smelting in early Korea seems to be the bloomeries used in later 
times in Japan; this technology is generally assumed to have been 
imported from Korea. …One of  these…excavated in Fukuoka, is 
fascinating; for it appears to show an odd type of  bloomery which 
might be an early ancestor of  the traditional Japanese tatara (踏鞴) 
furnace. It is dated 7th to 8th century, and if  this is indeed a 
bloomery it may be the earliest so far excavated and published 
anywhere in East Asia. It shows that bloomeries were in use in 
early times in the Korea-Japan area. Its peculiar construction may 
have been developed in Korea or Japan in response to the 
technical problems caused by the use of  ironsand ore; such 
problems have been observed in 18th-century American 
bloomeries and in 20th-century Chinese traditional dwarf blast 
furnaces [2-3 meters high].”  

Seven Paekche sites of various iron-making furnaces, 
that include bloomery smelting furnaces (both round and box-
type 圓形/箱形製鍊爐), were excavated in 1994-5 at Seok-jang-ri 
(石帳里 Jin-cheon, Chung-buk), and dated from the third to the 
fourth centuries. Iron ax-head mold pieces (鐵斧范芯片) and 
remains of slag were found around the melting furnaces (鎔解爐), 
while forged iron pieces (鍛造剝片) were found around the 
forging hearths (鍛冶爐). Limestone and calcific materials such as 
animnal bones and clamshells were used as a solvent to reduce the 
melting point. 10  The fact that furnaces for smelting and 
resmelting, as well as forging hearths, are all found at the same 
sites suggests that some sort of proto-integrated-steel-mills existed 
at Seok-jang-ri, and that the iron-making, processing, and forging 
were well established as an industry in Paekche as early as the 
third and fourth centuries.  
 The remains of Seok-jang-ri sites show that the so-called 
“uniquely Japanese” iron-making technology adopted later in the 
Japanese Islands was in fact identical to the old Paekche method 
discovered at these sites. Leonard Lynn (KEJ, 1983: 7.348) has 
noted that the idea of using hand bellows in iron-making in Japan 
was brought from Korea. The iron-making process in the 
Japanese Islands apparently was not “introduced from China [the 
land of blast furnace] by way of Korea” (the most favorite 
expression used by the Japanese scholars), but was brought 

Bloomery Iron Making in Korean Peninsula 
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directly from Paekche that had adopted the bloomery technique.  
 According to Di Cosmo (2002: 72), a rich inventory of  
iron items including knives, daggers, and armor dating to the 
ninth century BCE were found along the Amur River, and “there 
are indications that relations existed between Transbaikalia and the 
Chinese northeast, possibly following the ancient routes of  
communication through the forests of  Manchuria and on the 
large waterways that run north to south: the Songhua, Non’ni, and 
Liao Rivers.” The bloomery wrought-iron culture of  Manchuria 
and the Korean Peninsula may have arrived through the gently 
sloping section of  the Greater Xing’an Range, and/or following 
the waterways connecting the Amur and Nen rivers. 11 

As Farris (1998: 73) says, since “iron sand was 
discovered in Japan in the sixth century,” the iron-smelting dates 
from no earlier than 500 CE. Prior to the sixth century, bloomery 
iron, imported from Paekche and the Kaya states, could be refined 
through hammering (to expel the slag impurities), and fashioned 
into weapons and implements. From the old Kaya sites on the 
southern Korean coast, small bloomery furnaces (for wrought 
iron) have been found and dated to the first and second centuries 
BCE or even to the third to fourth centuries BCE by the presence 
of  early Yayoi-type pottery. 12 The Dongyi-zhuan (in the Weishu of  
Sanguozhi) records that the Pyun-han people in the southeastern 
corner of  the Korean Peninsula had been supplying iron ingots to 
their Yayoi cousins in the Japanese Islands and also to the Lelang-
Daifang commanderies, and all transactions in markets were 
conducted with iron bar as medium of  exchange.13  

Barnes (2007a: 66-7) tells us that “The introduction of 
forging technology [in the Japanese Islands] is attested mainly in 
Western Seto, where several well-constructed forging hearths have 
been excavated. Most have forging slag, so that both blooms and 
ingots of iron are thought to have been imported and refined of 
their impurities on site.” Nelson (1993: 174) notes that “Iron 
artifacts were produced in small furnaces which have been found 
along the North Han River dating to the third century BCE or 
earlier. These sites are all near sources of  iron.” The Nihongi 
records the discovery of  an iron mountain by the Paekche people 
in the late fourth century, and their promise to the Yamato rulers 
to ceaselessly supply the iron acquired from that mountain.14  
 

measures about one meter in diameter, 

and a tap to deliver slag (排滓部) is 

installed at the lower side. Both iron ore 

(鐵鑛石) and iron sand (沙鐵) seem 

to have been used in iron-making. See 

NRICP (2001: 641-2). 

 
11 Wagner (2008: 97) notes that “in the 

Russian Maritime Province, some 

scholars believe that the use of iron 

was much earlier; perhaps as early as 

the 12th century BCE. …Chard writes: 

‘Iron appears in the Vladivostok area in 

the eleventh to twelfth centuries BCE.’ “ 

Watson (1971: 44) notes that the 

“movement both ethnical and cultural 

between Manchuria and the Minusinsk 

basin [around the Upper Yenisei River], 

along the flat land of the middle Amur, 

must have been easier during the 

climate optimum.” It is hence possible 

that the waterways connecting the 

Kerulen-Argun, Onon-Shilka, Amur, 

Nen, Songhua, and Liao rivers served 

as an alternative avenue of 

communication and diffusion of 

nomadic iron metallurgy. 
 

12 See Barnes (2001: 83-4), and also 

Barnes (2007a: 66-7). 
 

13 三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮
卑東夷傳 第三十 弁辰 傳  國出鐵 
韓濊倭皆從取之 諸市買皆用鐵 如
中國用錢 又二供給二郡 

 
14 神功 攝政五十二年 久氐等…曰 
臣國以西有水源 出自谷那鐵山…便 
取是山鐵以永奉聖朝 (NI: 359) 
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